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Serbia: Country’s richest man goes on trial 
 Miroslav Miskovic’s  arrest on charges of abuse of office and tax 
evasion was meant to show there is no intention of stopping the 
campaign against corruption. Global Post, 19 September 2013 

 
 
 

Serbia: MPs commit to anti-corruption 
A new anti-corruption organisation in Serbia is motivating citizens 
to take a part in the fight against corruption. SETimes, 18 
September 2013 

 
 
 
 

Montenegro: Important numbers in the fight against 
corruption 

 Citizens must have access to information on the assets 
of public figures and people connected to them. - 
Transparency International, 23 September 2013 

 
 

 

Romanians take to streets against corruption 
                                                                      The demonstrations are one of the largest spontaneous social 

movements of recent years.  OCCRP, 17 September 2013 
 
 
 
 
 

B&H: European Union supports Bosnia and Herzegovina 
in combating and preventing corruption 
  Fighting corruption is the citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
who want and have the right to a functioning, reliable and 
efficient public service. Delegation of the EU to Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, 23 September 2013 

 
 
 

Serbia: Ex-public company official, businessman arrested 
The former Director of the Public Enterprise for City Construction 
of Novi Sad Borislav Novaković, is suspected of abusing office and 
tax dodging. B 92, 23 September 2013 

 
 

 
Upcoming Events 

 

IBC legal’s 4th annual, World Bribery and Corruption Compliance, 
15-16-17 Oct 2013, London UK
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Reports and Analyses  

  
An assessment of ethical                Corruption assessed in absolute terms is unethical. However, if 

dimensions of corruption               one were to use relativistic views, one would make allowances 

for  ‘mild’  forms  of  corruption  like  seeking  favours  to  obtain 
                                                                               unwarranted  advantages  or   paying   bribes   in   the   form   of 
                                                                               ‘speedup gratuities’. Our study shows that in many contexts, acts 

  of corruption are accepted and justified either on the basis of the               
                                                                                gains they bring to the individual who offered the bribe or 
                                                                                undertake to seek the particular favour. 

                                                                            
 Geetanee Napal, Electronic Journal of Business Ethics and Organization  
                                                                           Studies, Vol. 11, No. 1 (2006) 

 
Ethics, Corruption, and                   Some economists believe that the importance of economics is 

Economic freedom                          purely  technical.  Others  believe  that  moral  considerations  in 

economic analysis provide a more accurate picture of possible 
  outcomes since it takes into consideration the human aspect of 

                                                                                economic actors--that is, people. 
                                                                        

      Ana I. Eiras, The Heritage Foundation, 2003, Lecture on Trade and       
                                                                             Economic Freedom 
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